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Chesterton, and Father Ronald Knox among her friends and associates. I really enjoyed this collection esp. I
opened the volume, and instead of Dorothy Sayers the mystery writer, I encountered Dorothy Sayers the
theologian. By the late s, Sayers had apparently tired of writing detective fiction. Sayers points out that
sermons about Martha and Mary tend to correctly point out that Mary is doing what Jesus desires being a
disciple like any other and yet as soon as men leave the pew, they expect their women to be Marthas. Review:
Short read. Sayers also worked as a copywriter for a major advertising firm in London. For the next dozen or
so years, Sayers wrote prolifically about Wimsey, creating in the process what many critics of the genre
consider to be the finest detective novels in the English language. It prized a woman who had an "empty head
and idle hands" and simultaneously sexualized and demoralized her by limiting her to the home: "When to
think about sex is indelicate for a woman, and to think about anything else is unfeminine. Nevertheless, it, like
the first essay, contains a lot of humour and a lot of sense. Shelves: women , faith , favorites , detection-club ,
oxford , made-me-think I picked up Are Women Human? The Human-Not-Quite-Human Sayers' second essay
begins at precisely this point, where women are somehow viewed as subhuman. Dorothy L Sayers claimed not
to be a feminist. Sayers "Are Women Human? Book of the Week: Are Women Human? What form the
occupation, the pleasures and the emotion may take, depends entirely upon the individual. This came as a bit
of a surprise to me, but since a theologian was what I hoped to be, I decided that perhaps I ought to read one.
You would think that, 72 years later, it would seem dated and irrelevant. I was torn. She takes great delight in
skewering some popular errors of feminist though especially lines like "a woman is as good as a man" , while
at the same time taking men to task for condescension. When it comes to gender distinction, woman is always
thought of as woman in distinction from man while man is able to be considered as man in particular and
humanity in general. Not a bit. Sayers certainly would not have called herself a feminist. So, for example, it is
reasonable to say that women as a class tend to have smaller bones than men as a class. However, if a feminist
is a person who believes that women and men should have equal rights, then Sayers was definitely one. Sayers
expecting a rather lengthy and involved discussion on feminism that I would need to re-read several times to
fully grasp. A devout Anglican, she numbered C. Dorothy L. Though groundbreaking as one of the first
females to graduates from Oxford and well-known for her work as a writer of fiction and academia, Sayers did
not have much to say ab I picked up Are Women Human? Have we overemphasized categorical identity at the
expense of the humanity of each individual? This book is comprised of two essays from the author. This is
exactly how I feel.


